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Anne Spalter debuts presentation of oil paintings designed in 
collaboration with artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms 

 
Each painting in Iteration was created with an original process that combines 

traditional mark-making and novel applications of machine learning 
 

 
New York, NY — March 2020 – Fresh off a MASS MoCA residency in which she explored art-focused 
machine learning, academic pioneer Anne Spalter (creator of Brown’s and RISD’s original digital fine arts 
programs in the 1990s, and author of a seminal textbook on computer art) is exhibiting a presentation of 
paintings for SPRING/BREAK Art Show 2020. The grouping of works, entitled Iteration, features paintings that 
were created through a novel process by which Spalter uses traditional oil painting to depict subject matter 
that was generated by an AI algorithm. Furthering Spalter’s decades-long academic exploration of the 
computer in the visual arts, the resulting works take on an aesthetic life of their own that could not have been 
made by man or machine alone, and instead required balanced contributions from the two.   
 

 
Install views of Iteration 

 
Each time Spalter runs the AI process, she inputs two distinctly themed image sets, each containing 25-100 
images. This particular AI algorithm uses shapes and contours of images in the first set and gradually morphs 
them into images that appear to be ‘legitimate members’ of the second set. The first set of images used for the 
AI process that produced the inspiration for Iteration’s paintings were of Spalter’s own kaleidoscopic mandala-
style artwork (which was created with custom, non-AI software). The second image set was photos of airplanes 
that Spalter sourced from the Internet. As the algorithm ran through hundreds of iterations, it made images that 
looked less and less like her original artwork and more and more like airplanes. The most interesting results, 
Spalter found, were in the middle of the process, when Frankenstein-like juxtapositions of airplane pieces 
started emerging in strange compositional formats. This sequence can be observed in a 440-page book, 
Iteration | Inflation, which accompanies the exhibition and showcases 11,000 of the 26,000 images Spalter 
generated. 
 
The idea to “render” the AI outputs in oil paint evolved from Spalter’s open-ended experimentation with AI in 
art, which was the basis of her recent MASS MoCA residency. After creating many AI-based compositions, 
Spalter was dissatisfied with how the output of the process she used provided only a blurry, low-resolution 
imagery. At a loss for how to proceed, Spalter finally drew on her art school training (she holds a painting MFA 
from RISD) and decided to “render” the final works by hand in pastel and oil paint. It was at this residency that 
she began her series of oil paintings based on AI compositions. These paintings speak to how results born of 
excess raised aesthetic challenges that surprisingly required an artistically simple and old-fashioned solution. 
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“The concept of using AI in artwork can often falsely imply that a human presses a button and the computer 
makes an artwork,” said Spalter. “For Iteration, the paintings were a truly collaborative back-and-forth between 
myself and the computer.” Regarding Iteration’s intentions, Spalter explained: “Overall, there is fear of the 
unknown when it comes to the use of AI in all areas, including art. I felt that to use such old-school techniques 
was a provocatively traditional conclusion to the artworks’ high-tech origins.” 
 
Furthering this notion, the walls on which Iteration’s paintings are displayed feature a grid-like hand-drawn 
chalk mural that “represents the mathematical, 3D, linear perspective space in which the computer does its 
computations.” In addition to her painting MFA, Spalter holds a math degree. 

  

Image input set 1 
(9 examples out of 25-100 total) 

Image input set 2 
(9 examples out of 25-100 total) 

Sample outputs, selects of which 
Spalter recreates in oil on canvas 

(4 examples out of unlimited) 

   
 

 
Regarding her exploration of AI artwork in general, Spalter is fascinated by the fact that, unlike the custom 
algorithms she has previously used to create digital (non-AI) artwork, the neural-net-based algorithms used in 
Iteration have the particularly unsettling quality of no one knowing exactly how they work; their results are truly 
unpredictable. Spalter describes the process as a collaboration with the computer, because she is 
manipulating the trajectory of the AI process by thoughtfully calibrating input selections based on feedback 
after each execution. “What role can the human artist play in understanding, controlling, and exploiting this 
process?” asks Spalter, regarding the theoretical implications of AI-collaborative work. “What level of 
authorship does this next-level computing manifest?” 
 
Spalter’s use of AI in Iteration is situated within her larger ongoing artistic investigation into the psychology of 
conspiracy theory culture, as rooted in Carl Jung’s 1958 writings on UFOs. The writings, which are aptly titled 
“UFOs and Things Seen in the Sky,” posit that conspiracy theories are rooted in humans’ escapist desires 
during “troubled times”).  Such thinking informs her greatest area of interest within AI-assisted art: the 
discovery that the AI algorithms are capable of generating seemingly ‘Armageddon’-inspired imagery and 
forms out of totally innocuous input. 
 
As seen in the above diagram of a sample process, the airplanes can, at times and through hundreds of AI 
iterations, merge and deform to create unique never-seen-before combinations that are unsettling—suggestive 
of fiery destruction. Spalter finds additional fascination in the link between conspiracy theory psychology and 
the manifestation of computer-generated imagery that inexplicably evokes something unsettling, despite the 
neutrality of its input imagery. 
 
While exploring this field of computer art, Spalter says it would be impossible for her not to consider the ethics 
of AI and its applications in modern life. As the military begins to use AI for homeland security and image-
based projects such as facial recognition, we enter a new world in which images are examined and created at 
a rate never before imaginable. In that respect, the sheer randomness of Iteration’s constituent elements—
which at times manifest as unsettling, fiery, disaster-like forms—visually challenges viewers to consider 
provocative questions about artificial intelligence in more than just art. 

 
•  •  • 

 
Following a press and VIP preview on Monday, March 2 from 5-9PM, Iteration will be on view at SPRING/BREAK Art Show (625 Madison 
Avenue), open daily through Monday, March 9. Hours and tickets: www.springbreakartshow.com; more information: www.annespalter.com. 

 



 
 
 

ABOUT ANNE SPALTER 
Digital mixed-media artist Anne Spalter is an academic pioneer who founded the original digital fine arts programs 
at Brown University and The Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) in the 1990s. With a decades-long goal of 
integrating art and technology, Spalter has authored over a dozen academic papers and the seminal, internationally 
taught textbook, The Computer in the Visual Arts (Addison-Wesley, 1999). Alongside her studio practice, Spalter 
continues to lecture on digital art practice and theory. She is on the Digital Art Acquisitions Committee of the 
Whitney Museum of American Art.  
 
Spalter’s work is in the permanent collections of the Victoria and Albert Museum (London, UK); the Albright-Knox 
Art Gallery (Buffalo, NY); the Rhode Island School of Design Museum (Providence, RI); and others. Her artistic 
process employs a hybrid arsenal of traditional mark-making methods and innovative digital tools. A new body of 
work, further developed at a Winter 2019 residency at MASS MoCA, combines artificial intelligence image 
algorithms with oil paint and pastels.  

 
Having studied mathematics as a Brown undergraduate prior to her Painting MFA from RISD—and with additional 
cross-disciplinary masteries including a 2010 black belt and 2011 Sensei designation in Kenpo Karate—Spalter’s 
eclectic influences in the studio are as diverse as Buddhist art, Jungian archetypes, Surrealism, and pure 
mathematics. Spalter’s classical arts education combined with her foundational command of digital art theory 
suited her well when she transitioned from academia to a full-time studio practice in 2009.  

 
For the digital art component of her mixed media practice, Spalter uses custom software and algorithms to 
transform both still and video source footage—which she captures in high resolution during multisensory 
experiences such as riding the Coney Island Cyclone; walking through an open-air flower market in Bangkok; and 
gazing down from a helicopter over downtown Dubai—into psychedelic, vibrantly rendered “Modern Landscapes.”  
 
Spalter is also noted for her large-scale public projects. MTA Arts commissioned Spalter to create a 52-screen 
digital art installation, New York Dreaming, which remained on view in one of its most crowded commuter hubs 
(Fulton Center) for just under a year. Spalter’s 2019 large-scale projects included a 47,000 square foot LED video 
work on the Hong Kong harbor. 
 


